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YARTIhO 5 h 1375 i istoriyi rozvithu *lraficnnoyi statyky. iiarysy z istoriyi 
pryrojoznavstva i tekhniky (Kiev) 21, 53-61. GRAPnIC STATICS. FR~~CTIV~ G~~~~TRY. 
Many contributors are mentioned. (B id Scnein) #296. 
BAKUMENKO V P 1976 Stanovlennya ta formuvannya aksiomatychnoho metodu u 
starogretskii filosofiyi ta matematytsi. Prob filosofiyi (Kiev) 37, 110-118. 
AXIOMATICS. GREEK MATHEMATICS. PROOF ThEORY. (B M Schein) #297. 
BALLONOFF PAUL editor 1974 GENETICS and Social Structure: Mathematical 
Structuralism in POPULATION GENETICS and Social Theory. Stroudsburg, Penna. 
(tiowden, Hutchinson .$ Ross) 519 p. SOURCE BOOK of papers on mathematical theories 
and related SOCIOLOGY and AI~THROPOLOGY, especially KI&%IP SYSTEMS, preceded by a 
cnronological summary by the editor. #297. - 
BARTSCH HANS-JOCHBN 1974 Handbook of Mathematical Formulas. Translation OY Herbert 
Liebscner of Iqatnematische Formeln, 9th. ed, Leipzig. New York (Academic Press) 
525 p. Such REFERENCE WORKS are useful to historians, especially wnen they contain 
old terminology, as tnis one does. #298 2 
EIERMANN K-R 1974 iJL1R-Schrifttum Uber C F Gauss. Mitt d Math Ges d 0eu Oem Rep 
4(12), 73-80. An annotated BIBLIOGRAPHY in anticipation of the bicentennial of the 
birth of GAtiSS C F in 1977. #299. 
BIERMANN K-R 1974 uie Gauss-Briefe in Goethes Besitz. NTM 11(l), 2-10. Two LtTTbRS 
(with FACSHMILES) in the Goethe autograph collection show that contrary to 
tradition, GOETHE J W knew of GAUSS C F. #300. 
BISON K-R 1975 Gauss und Goethe. Goethe Jahrbuch 92, 195-219. An analysis of 
the surprising fact that GAUSS C F and GOETHE 3 W neither met nor communicated. 
#301. 
CLAGElT MARSHALL ed 1976 ARCHIMEDES in the Middle Ages. Volume Two. The 
Translations from tire Greek by WILLIAM OF MOERBBKE. Part I: Introduction luo. l- 
79). Par~ndI~~d~~~~s (pp. -81-384). Part III: Variant Readings, Co&&tary, 
Diagrams, , Fhll~elphia (American Pnilosophical Society) 706 p bound 
in two vofumes. (Volume 117,-Part A of the Memoirs-of the APS) This follows the 
1964 Arcnimedes in the Middle Ages. Volume 1: The Arabo-Latin Trdadition [Univ of 
Wisconsin Press), and will be followed by a volume 3. MLDIEVAL MATHEMATICS. 
GLOSSARY from GREEK to LATIN, and index of Latin terms. #302. - 
BUSARD h L L 1977 The Translation of the Elements of EUCLID from the Arabic into 
Latin by HERMAIIN OF GARINTHIA (7) Books 7 I 12. Amsterdam (Mathematisch Centrum) 
198 p. Completes The Translation of the Elements of tuclid from the Arabic into 
Latin by Hermann of Carinthia (?) (Leiden 1968). wttich covered Books 1 through 6 
(LIOOkS 13 - 15 are not in the only extant ms.) Commentary pp. I-20. #303. - 
VOLODARSKII A I 1977 Ariabkhata. K 1500-letiyu so dnya rozhdeniya. Moscow (Iqauka). 
lllp. General survey of the work of ARYABHATA in relation to INDIAN MATHhMATICS, 
MhDIhVAL MATHEMATICS, and matnematics of tne 1~1Iih~Lb EAST and NEAR EAST. 
BIbLIOGRAPhY (81 items). The author notes that the first Indian sputnik (1975) was 
named after Aryabhata. #304 -* 
JAUUICHt K~ALIL 1976 Le Livre du Qarastun de TABIT IBN QURRA. Etudes sur l'origine 
de la notion de travail et du calcul du moment statique d'une barre homogene. 
Leiden (E J Brill). 197 p. WORK, MOMENTS. STATICS. Introduction (37 p), 
historical commentary (71 p), analysis of tne text (28 p), text (in Arabic With 
French translation on facing pages, 25 p), notes (9 p), GLOSSARY from ARABIC to 
French (4 p). #305. - 
LINDG~N UTA 1976 GERBBRT von Aurillac und das QU~RIVIUM. U~ltersucilungen zur 
Bildung im Zeitalter der Ottonen. Wiesbaden (Franz Steiner). 125 p* (Sudhoffs 
Archiv, Beiheft 18) t&JCATION. X, BIBLIOGR4PhY (24 p). #306. - 
KETNER KENNETH LAINE editor 1976 Charles Sanders Peirce. Complete Published Works 
Including Selected Secondary Materials, Microficile CoLlection with Hard-Copy 
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Annotated Index. Greenwich, Conn. (Johnson Associates). 14,000 p on 145 
microficne, $545. Index/Bibliography, 200 p, $50. PEIRCE C S. COLLECTED WORKS. 
REPRINTS. The materials are arranged chronologically (Congratulations!--KOM). The 
index volume includes a comprehensive BIBLIOGRAPHY of primary and secondary 
materials as well as an index to the microfiche. #307 -* 
STROYAii K 0 & LUXEMBURG W A J 1976 Introduction to the theory of INFINITESIMALS. 
New York (Academic Press) 341 p. Relevant to the multicentury controversy on its 
subject. The first sentence in Ch 1: "Simply put, infinitesimal analysis is Abraham 
Robinson's solution to an old problem of LEIBNIZ." #308. - 
RUSTAGI JAGIlISh S 1976 VARIATIONAL METHODS in STATISTICS. New York (Academic Press) 
249 p. CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS (Classical and Modern). Some history and 
BIBLIOtiRAPHY. #309. - 
MURilOCh JOtiN EMERY & SYLLA EDITH UUDLEY editors 1975 The Cultural Context of 
Medieval Learning. Proceedings of the First International Colloquium on Pnilosophy, 
Science, and Theology in the Middle Ages, September 1973. tiortrecht-Boston (0 
Reidel) 576 p. See two papers below on MEL)IEVAL MATHEMATICS. #310. - 
RASHED ROSHUI 1975 Recommencements de l'algebre aux XIe et XIIe siecles. In #310, 
pp 33-60. ARAB MATHEMATICS. ISLAMIC MATHEMATICS. ALGEBRA. With discussion by 
GAGNE J, VICTOR S, BEAUJOUAN G, MURDOCH J, SYLLA E, SABRA A. #311. 
MALUI MUHSIN 1975 Science, philosophy, and religion in Alfarabi's Enumeration of the 
Sciences. In 8310, 113-147. ALFARABI. ROLE OF MATHEMATICS. #312. 
COHEN R S et al editors 1976 PSA 1974. Proceedints of the 1974 Biennial Meeting of 
the Philosophy of Science Association. Dordrecht-Boston (D Reidel) 752 p. 
PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE. See item below. #313. - 
FITZGERALD PAUL 1976 Meaning in science and mathematics. In #313, 235-269. 
PHILOSOPHY OF MATHEMATICS. #314. 
STEFFENS HENRY JOhlU 1977 The Development of Newtonian OPTICS in ENGLAND. New York 
(Science history Publications). 198 p. NEWTON. Theories of LIGHT. BIBLIOGRAPHY 
(10 p). #315. - 
FOLKERTS MhNSO & SMEUR A J E M 1976 A treatise on the squaring of the circle by 
FRAVCO OF LIEGE, of about 1050. Arch Int d'tlist des Sci 26(99), 225-253. CIRCLE 
SQUARING. IRRATIONAL NUMBERS, GEOMETRY. X. MELlIEVAL MATHEMATICS. U316. 
BIERMANN K-R 1976 Schlllsselworte bei C. F. GAUSS. Arch Int h'Hist des Sci 26(99), 
264-267. SECRECY. CIPHERS. #317. 
FOLEERTS MENSO 1976 Geschichte der Mathematik. Tagung im Mathematischen 
Forschungsinstitut OBERWOLFACH 14. 12. bis 20. 12. 1975. Arch Int d'Hist des Sci 
26(99), 294-300. Report on this meeting. #318. 
BUCK PETER 1977 Seventeenth-century POLITICAL ARITHMETIC: Civil strife and vital 
STATISTICS. Isis 68, 67-84. GRAUNT JOHN. PETTY WILLIAM. XVII. #3l9. 
LIOBBS B J T 1977 Newton manuscripts at the SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION. Isis 68, 105- 
107. NEWTON. I&NUSCRIPTS. ARCHIVES. A collection given by L)IBNER BERN. #320. 
EVANS GILLIAN R 1975 The influence of QUADRIVIUM studies in the eleventh- and 
twelftn-century schools. J of medieval hist 1, 151-164. EDUCATION. Survey of 
texts. GEOMETRY. Relationships between the Trinity and concepts of the line, plane 
and solid. (I Grattan-Guinness). #321. 
EVANS GILLIAN R 1976 The use of technical terms of mathematics in the writings of 
St. A,%ELM. Studia monastica 18, 67-76. PROOF. ARITHMETIC. (I Grattan -Guinness). 
#322. 
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EVANS GILLIAN R 1976 The RIT~~HIA: A medieval mathematical teaching aid? Janus 
63, 257-273. EDUCATION. Survey of ~USCRIPT accounts of the game. (I Grattan- 
GuiMess). #323. 
EVANS GILLIAN R 1976 Due Oculum. Aids to understanding in some medieval treatises 
on the ABACUS. Centaurus 19, 252-263. Survey of some XI AND XII century treatises 
on ARITHMETIC, especially those used in EDUCATION. NUMERATION. FRACTIONS. (I 
Grattan-Guinness) ff324. 
PAREX IN~R~ATIONS 1977 A new journal (No 2, Feb 1977). "Project PAREX (a 
contraction of Paris-Sussex) was created in 1970 to promote collaboration on an 
Anglo-French basis between scholars working in different aspects of the social 
studies of science. Within the last few years, it has become European in scope. 
The Parex newsletter has to date been produced at the University of Sussex. 
Beginning with this issue it is composed in Paris... All correspondence should be 
addressed to: Secretariat Parex, Maison des Sciences de l'Homme, 54 boulevard 
Raspail, 75270 Paris Cedex 06." #325. 
VAN DER WIDEN B L 1976 Hamilton's discovery of ~ATE~IONS. Math Mag 49(S), 227- 
234. HEURISTIC. MILTON W R. #326. 
BAADER GERHARD 1974 Mathematische und alchimistische Traktate, angeblicn von 
RICAP.DUS ANGLICUS. Proc 13th Inst Con Hist Sci 1971, Sect 4, 185-189. Discusses 
various persons associated with the name and an arithmetical MANUSCRIPT. #327. 
CANE EDRIC & HANKINS THOMAS L 2976 Jean D'AL~BERT between DESCARTES and NEWTON: A 
critique of Thomas L. Hankins' position; reply by Thomas L. Hankins. Isis 67, 274- 
278. W3.28. 
CAPEK MILIC editor 1976 The Concepts of SPACE and TIME, Their Structure and Their 
Development. Dordrecht-Boston (Reidel). 627 p. SOURCE BOOK of 89 selections 
(mostly primary) from ancient times to the present. $329. - 
CHALTSEVA I V 1975 K rasvitiyu chislennykh metodov resheniya zadachi Koshi dlya 
obyknoveMykh differentsialnykh uravnenii v  Rossii v  nachale XX veka. 
Vychislitelnaya mat (Kiev), 82-88, CAUCHY PROBLEM. N~ERICAL METHODS. KRYLOV A N. 
TAM%RKIN YA. VETCHINKIN V P. (B M Schein). #330. 
BUTZER P L & STARK E L 1976 Promotionen in Mathematik in der Zeit von 1961-1970: 
Bundesrepublik Deutschland, USA und Kanada; ein statistischer Vergleich. Jber Deu 
Math-Ver 78(3), 168-175. DOCTORATES IN MATHEMATICS. CURRENT HISTORY. GERMANY. 
CANADA. QUANTITATIVE METHODS IN HISTORY. #331. 
~TCHINSON JOAN P 1977 WREN in ~OMBINA~RI~S. Assoc for Women in Math Newsletter 
7(l), 3-7. CLINGS MUISE 13. CATALAN NUMBERS. QUARRA PAOLINA. SOS-TURAN ERA. 
PERFECT HAZEL. VAN AARDENNE-EHRENFEST T. MACWILLIAMS F JESSIE. PLESS VERA. KLEIN 
ESTHER. MOORE EMILY. BAR1 RUTH. KAISER ELIZABETH. LARSON JEAN. MAHNKE HEIDI. 
HEIDEMA GLARE. HUTCHINSON JOAN. BLANCHE DESCARTES (not a woman, but a pseudonym 
for a group of men). COOPER JOAN. LONGYEAR JUDITH. KIMBERLEY MARION. TAUSSKY 
OLGA. w.4ur.s JENNIFER s. STREET ANNE P. The article ends with a long list of 
women contributors and BIBLIOGRAPHY. #332. 
LEWIS ALBERT C 1977 H. Grassmann's AUSDE~~UNGSL~RE and Schleiermacher's Dialektik. 
Annals of Sci 34, 103-162. GRASSMANN H. SCHLEIERMACHER F. NATURE OF MATHEMATICS. 
FOUNDATIONS. DIALECTICS. The relation of Grassmann's ideas to those of his mentor. 
#333. 
Akten des 2 Internationalen LEIBNIZ-Kongresses, Hannover 17-22 Juli 1972. Band 2, 
Wissenschaftstheorie und Wissenschaftsgeschichte. 1974. Studia Leibnitiana 
Supplementa 12. Wiesbaden (Franz Schneider). 325 p. Papers on history of 
mathematics at this METING are abstracted below. #334 -- 
MUURSEPP PELTER & EPLER HARALD 1974 Mathematik an der Universitlt TARTU (Dorpat) im 
XVII Jahrhundert. In #334, 19-26. #335. 
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SCHRUTER KARL 1974 Die Beitrlge von LEIBNIZ zur ALGEBRA der verbandstheoretischen 
Relationen under Operationen. LATTICE THEORY. OPERATIONS. RELATIONS. In #334, 
27-36. 8336. 
KNOBLOCH EBERHARD 1974 Studien von LEIBNIZ zum DeterminantenkalkUl. In #334, 37-46. 
DETERMINANTS. #337. 
HOFMANN JOSEPH EHRENFRIED 1974 TSCHIRNHAIJS und LEIBNIZ in Paris. In #334, 47-66. 
11338. 
MARCH1 PEGGY 1974 The controversay between LEIBNIZ and BERNOULLI on the nature of 
LOGARITHMS of NEGATIVE NUMBERS. In #334, 67-76. 8339. 
S~WKOW-CHRIS~W SWETOSLAW 1974 LEIBNIZ und die zweite Krise in der Mathematik. In 
#334, 77-82. INF~NITESI~LS. FOUNDATIONS. ANALYSIS. #340. 
GIUCULESCU ALEXANDRU 1974 The philosophical background of new trends in the GEOMETRY 
of the XVII century. In #334, .83-92. 11341. 
SINACEUR AID-AL 1974 Philosophie et aath~tiques: A. G. I#!STNER and G. W. 
LEIBNIZ. In #334, 93-104. PHiL~OP~ OF ~~T~TICS, #342. 
AD-DABBAKH DZHAMAL 1974 Infinitezimalnye metody na srednevekovom arabskom vostoke. 
Proc 13 Int Con Hist Sci 1971 Set 4, 80-82. CALCULUS. AREAS. MEDIEVAL MATHEMATICS. 
ARA8 MATHEMATICS, TABIT IBN QURRA. KASHI. HAYTHAM. #343. 
GRATTAN-GUINNESS I 1976 Essay review of Richard Dededkind et les fondements des 
mathematiques (avec de nombrew textes inedits). Annals of Sci 33, 589-593. 
CANTOR. DEDEKIND. The reviewer describes omissions in the appendix containing 
Cantor-Dedekind correspondence, but regards the book as 'Ian important contribution." 
(A C Lewis) #344. 
DORLING A R 1976 The Graves Mathematical Collection in UNIVERSITY COLLEGE LONDON. 
Annals of Sci 33, 307-309. HAMILTON W R. LIBRARIES. ARCHIVES. History and 
description of one of the largest and best collections of SOURCES for the history of 
mathematics, collected by GRAVES 3 T (d 1870). (A C Lewis). #345. 
DEAKIN MICHAEL A B & TRDUP G J 1976 Stevinus' epitaph: T~~OD~~I~ meets NUMBER 
THEORY. Int J of Math Ed Sci Tech 7131, 271-276. STEVIN. MECHANICS. PERPETUAL 
MOTION. VECTORS. Discusses mathematical aspects of Stevin's famous diagram for the 
proof of the law of RESOLUTION OF FORCES. #346. 
DE GREIFF-B~VO LUIS 1970 Investigaciones matematicas selctas. Medellin, Colombia 
(Sot. Antioquena de Ingenieros). 356 p. SELECTED WORKS. Preface by Joaquin 
Vallejo Arbelaez. REPRINTS. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS. CALCULUS. STRENGTH OF MATERIALS. 
(G V Albis). #347. - 
CODY FRANCIS J 1976 Ptolemy's triangulation of the eastern Mediterranean. Isis 
67, 601-609. PTOLEMY. CARTOGRAPHY. GEOGRAPHY. Analysis of errors in his 
Geography, with a chart. #348. 
WMCHYSHYN A I 1976 Istoriya ostsilyatsiinoyi teoremy Kleina ta yiyi uzahalnen. 
Narysy z ist pryrodoznavstva i tekh (Kiev} 22, 20-27. BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS for 
OVARY DIFFE~TI~ EQUATI~S in the second half of the XIX CENTDRY. KLEIN 
OSCILLATION THEOREM. (B M Schein). #349. 
MOVCHAN V 0 1976 Pro ranni alhebrayichni pratsi N. G. Chebotarova. Narysy z ist 
pryr i tekh (Kiev) 22, 28-35. History of modern ALGEBRA in the USSR. Early papers 
of C~V~~V. (B M Schein). #350. 
FOLKERTS MEN80 & SMEUR A J E M 1976 A treatise on the squaring of the circle by 
FRANC0 OF LIEGB, of about 1050 (Part 1). Archives int d'hist des sci 26, 59-105. 
Based on Edinburgh and Vatical MANUSCRIPTS. Latin text with brief note. 
Introduction and commentary will appear in Part 2. CIRCLE SQUARING. PI. XI. U351. 
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SWniwiOW &EL M 1Y76 Pseudodoxia copernicana: or, Enquiries into very many received 
tenents and commonly presumed truths, mostly concerning spheres. Archives int 
d'hist des sci 26, 108-158. SPHERES. FLEETLY MOTION. Spirited defence against an 
attack by ROSEN d, a critique of the latter's translation and interpretion of 
COPERNICUS. #35L. 
DBLAMBKE J 8 J 1966 (1810) Kapport historique sur les progres dos science 
mathematiques aepuis 1789 et sur leur atat actuel. Facsimile KEPRINI' of the 
original edition of 1810. Amsterdam (3 i-1 Isra'el). 362 p. This famous report, 
presented to Napoleon in 1808, summarized developments in a 42 page discours- and 
then deals in detail with narticular tooics: GEONETRY. ALGEBRA. NUMBER THEORY. 
ANALYTICAL MECHANICS. ASTRONbMY. PHYSICS: GEOGRAPHY. ENGINEERING. INDUSTRIAL 
APPLICATIONS in the late XVIII and early XIX centuries with emphasis on FRANCE. 
#353 -* 
BLAKERS A L 1976 ~athen~tics EDUCATION in AUST~LIA~ past ana present. Tire 
Australian Math Teacher 32(5), 147-155. #354. 
MCQUALTER J W 1976 The use of history in the teaching of mathematics. The 
Australian Math Teacher 32(S). 157-163. HISTORY IN MATHEMATICS EDUCATION. #355. 
DOLD A 6 ECikMANN B editors 197.5 Lecture Notes in Mathematics l-500. An INDEX and 
other useful information. Berl~-heidelberg-New York (Springer-Verlag) . 78 p. 
Cnronological list, author index (including authors of papers in proceedinks), and 
subject index. #3Ei6 .--- 
DE VECCHI VITTORIO 1975 The study of the social relations of science in Europe: 
The "PARBX" project , Scientia 110, 913-917. SCIENCE AND SOCIETY. SOCIOLOGY OF 
SCIENCE. SCIENCE POLICY. #357. 
SCIENCE COUNCIL OF CANADA 1977 Erosion of the research manpower base in CANADA. 
Canadian Math Con Notes 9(5), l-3. CURRENT HISTORY. SCIENCE POLICY. #358. 
MTNER KENNETH LAINE & COOK JAMES EDWARD 1975 Charles Sanders Peirce: Contributions 
to the Nation. Part One; 1869-1893. Graduate Studies Texas Tech University No. 10. 
Lubbock (Texas Tech Press). 208 p. FEIRCE C S. The following items (with page 
numbers) are of interest to historians of mathematics: Obituary and commentary on 
DE MORGAN 41-42. RELATIONS 56-58. PHILOSOPHY OF MATHEMATICS 61-62. LOGIC 63-64. 
Rather negative review of CLIFFORD 1 K, Common Sense of the Exact Sciences 68-69. 
Exchange of letters with NEWCOMB S on the CENTURY DICTIONARY 75-79. METRIC SYSTEM 
and DU(rDECIMALS 81-82. JEVONS W S and LOGIC 86-88. MUIR T, DETERMINANTS, MATRICES 
90. Review of CAJORI F The Teaching of History of Mathematics in the U.S. 100-101. 
Review of SCOLDER E Algebra of LOGIC 110-111. LOBAC~VSKII and ~~ON-EUCLID~~~ 
GEO%TRY 135-138. HALSTED G B and BOLYAI J 152. COLE F N on PERMUTATION GROUPS 
153-154. BALL I W R on RECREATIONS 154-155. TABLES 170-172. LOVE A E H and 
ELASTICITY 173-17.5. TEXT BOOKS 182-183. MACH E on MECtiANCIS 187-190. #359 -.-- 
GLUSHKOV STANISLAV 1977 An interpretation of VIETE's "calculus of TRIANGLES" as a 
precursor of the ALGE8~ of CG%PLEX NUMBER. &! 4, 127-136. #360. 
FORBES ERIC G 1977 DESCARTES and the birth of ANALYTIC GEOMETRY. HM 4, 141-151. 
#361. 
ENGELS HERMANN 1977 Quadrature of the circle in ancient Egypt. HM 4, 137-140. PI. 
EGYPTIAN MATHEMATICS. CIRCLE AREA. #362. 
GREENWOOD ROBERT E 1977 The kinship of E. H. Moore and R. L. Moore. HM 4, 153-155. 
MOOKE E H. MOORE R L. #363. 
HOGAN EDWARD R 1977 Robert ADRAIN: American mathematician. iM 4, 157-172. #364. 
EIACLACM JAHES 1977 MERSENNE's solution for GALILEO's problem of the rotating 
earth. HM 4, 173-182, R~ATION. EPICS. XVII. #365, 
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SCHLISSEL ARTHUR 1977 l%e initial development of the WKB SOLUTIONS uf LINEAR SECOND 
ORDER ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQIJATIGNS and t?leir use in the CONNECTION PROBLEM. NM 
4, 183-204. #366. 
iiAR&RY FRANK 1977 On "the TANTALIZER" and "INSTANT INSANITY". HM 4, 205-206. GRAPH 
THEORETIC METHODS. ff367. 
BO~AZ2lNI U~B~RT~ lQ77 The mathematical papers of Enrico BETTI in the Seuola 
Normale Superiore of PISA. HM 4, 203-209. KNIVES. #368, 
YO~SON DALE M 1977 The carrespondence of Camille Jordan. HJJ 4, 210. JORDAN 
CAMILLE. LETTERS. ARCHIVES. #369. 
GRAY 3 J 1977 The ERXTISiJ SOCIETY FOR THE HISTORY OF ~~~~~TI~S. HM 4, 211-213. 
#370* 
GUPTA R C 1977 Silver jubilee of BHARATA GANITA PARISAD. HM 4, 214-215. The BGP, 
founded in 1950 to revitalize the Benares Math Sot, publishes GANITA (formerly the 
Proc 3enares Math Socj. #371. 
BXGGS NORMAN L 6 LLGYD E KEITH & WILSON ROBIN J 1977 C, S. Peirce and DE MORGAN on 
the FOUR-COLOR CONJECTURE. HM 4, 215-216. PEIRCE C S. Further information on John 
Wilson's communcication (HM 3, 329-330) on the 1860 Athenaeum article. #372. 
8~~0~~ I G E GR~G~RY~ A T & ~~~US~Y~C~ A I & ~~~V~D~V F A E R~2ENF~LQ B A 
1976 Adolphe Pavlovich Yushkevich (on the occasicn of his seventieth birthday), HM 
3X 259-278. YIJSHKEVXCH A P. A scientific biography and selected BIBLIOGRAPhY. 
t373. 
PYASKOVSKII II V 1973 Rol materialisticheskikh traditsii v  razvitii otochesvennoi 
,satematiki, [in Ukrainianj Kiev (Kiev U&v). 183 p* MATERIALISM. MARXISM . 
RUSSIA. USSR, Influence of philosophical traditions on mathematics. {B M Scheinf 
t374. - 
BAIJ&N A A 1974 Protoshumerskie systemy mex i scheta. Proc 13 Int Con Hist Sci 
1971, Set 3, 6-11. METROLOGY. SUMERIAN TACTICS, C~ERCIAL ARITHMETIC. 
BABY~NI~ ~T~~~TICS. #375. 
TRANSACTIONS OF THE CHARLES S PEIRCE SOCIETY 1975 11(3), 145-194. Symposium: 
Charles Sanders Peirce--scientist, mathematician, and historian of science. Papers 
at the meeting of the History of Science Society 26 October 1974. Those related to 
history of mathematics axe abstracted separately, CC V Jones). 8376. 
DBMIDOV S S 1975 Vosniknovenie teorii differentisialnykh uravnenii s chastnymi 
proizvodnymi. Ist-mat issl 20, 204-220. PARTIAL DIFFER~~I~ ~QUAT~~~S. $377, 
DIOCLES & TOOMER G J editor and translator 2976 On Burning Mirrors, The Arabic 
Translation of the Lost Greek Original. Heidelberg-New York [Springer-Verlag). 257 
I?* PARABOLAS. BURNIJUG MIRRORS. An introduction discusses Diocles' life and work, 
the theory of CONICS to his time and in his work, his influence, and the 
~~USCRIPTS. The &;abic text and English translation on facing pages are followed 
by photographs of the Meshhed manuscript and commentary. Appendices give the tex % 
and translation of Eutociusl excerpts, ancient and medieval proof of the FOCAL 
PROPERTIES, and REPRINTS of two papers by ~~U~~A~R 0: "Analysis of Archimedes' 
problem and Diocles' sol~tion,~' and "Proof that rays reflected from the surface 
Pormed by revolution of a parabola about a chord perpendicular to the axis do not 
all meet the circumference of a circle." Indexes of technical ARABIC TERMINOLOGY 
and subjects. BIBLIOG~P~, #378, - 
EDWARDS HAROLD M 1975 The background of k~~~'s proof of Fewat's last theorem for 
regular primes. Archive Hist Exact Sci lJ(33, 219-236. KUMMER. CAUCHY. LAME G, 
LIOUVILLE, DIRICHLET. FERMAT LAST THEOREM. @379. 
EISELE CAROLYN 1975 C, S, Peixce's search for a method in mathematics and history of 
science, Trans Charles S Peirce Sot 31(3), 149-158. A wide ranging discussion, 
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PEIRCE C S. LOGIC. INDUCTION. RELATIVES. SEMIOTIC. EXISTENTIAL GRAPHS. 
LINGUISTICS. OR~~~HY. ~ISTORI~~~. (C V Jones). #380. 
BRUINS EVERT M 1976 The division of the eirlce and ancient arts and sciences. Janus 
63, 61-84. APPROXIMATION. CYCLOTOMY. REGULAR POLYGONS. CONSTRUCTIONS. GREEK 
MATHEMATICS. BABYLONIAN MATHEMATICS. #381. 
GAMALINA R B & FREIBERG L A 1974 Geometricheskie voprosy v  Optike Euklida. Proc 13 
Int Con Hist Sci 1971, Sect 3, 45-48. GREEK G~~~TRY* OPTICS. EUCLID. #382. 
BAIMISHEVA K SH 1975 K islozheniyu nachal gidrostatiki v  kurse istorii mekhaniki, 
Problemy ist mat i mekh 2, 30-31. MECHANICS. HYDROSTATICS. #383. 
HALAMEISAR A J & ROZENFELD B A 1976 Abu Raihan BIRUNI (973-1048). Alpha 10(2), 28- 
29. PO~LARIZATION, noting the millenial anniversary in 1973, which was marked by, 
among other things, the Soviet postage stamp portrait pictured on the front cover of 
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